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                        Abstract 
 
Burger’s theory, an emergent mode of sociology of literature which is 
concentrated on researching into the history and structure of the literary system, as 
well as an evolving stage of aesthetics which advocates that, in the separation & 
complex relationship between rational factors and irrational ones, a critical scrutiny 
on the basic categories of idealist aesthetics, namely works of art, genius, 
contemplation etc, be carried out – has inherited and developed the Frankfurt School 
of cultural tradition of criticism. Burger, while placing the avant-garde engage 
between “the Art Institution” and “the Autonomy of Art”, has not only taken notice of 
the mechanism constraints on the external objective field, but also re-laid the 
cornerstone of the intrinsic concept of the art itself – such reflective attitude has made 
a sweeping denial of knowledge purity in modernist aesthetics and overturned “the 
Autonomy of Art” in traditional aesthetics. The exclusive contribution Burger has 
made lies in the revelation, starting from “the Art Institution”, of the essence of the 
avant-garde: it stands as a critique of the mature “aestheticism-characterized” 
bourgeois art self-discipline system. Such as Burger’s avant-garde theory where 
aestheticism is the target of criticism – has launched a full-scale counterattack on “the 
Autonomy of Art” in modernist aesthetics and intensely exposed the ideology of art. 
It, as well as, attaches great important to the tie that connects the open art to life so as 
to give full play to cultural criticism art possesses and to sharply confront the 
instrumental rationality of capitalism. The exploration of the art institution, in the 
modern and even post-modern contexts, has become a threshold that has to be stepped 
across. Burger’s theory of cultural criticism – echoing the literary shift trend of the 
20th-century western literary theories – has, to some extent, opened up a new way of 
apprehending the functions of art and struck up fresh ideas and perspectives for 
literary studies, which is of uttermost theoretical significance and academic value.  
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 第一节 写作缘起：比格尔对艺术体制的探寻 
 
先锋派在 20 世纪 80 年代的中国盛行，先锋音乐、先锋绘画、先锋话剧成为
一个时代人们津津乐道的话题。国内对于先锋派的研究也多半把它放到现代主义
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